LSTM language model is an essential component of industrial ASR systems. One important challenge of training an LSTM language model is how to scale out the learning process to leverage big data. Conventional approach such as block momentum provides a blockwise model update filtering (BMUF) process to stabilize the learning process, and achieves almost linear speedups with no degradation for speech recognition with DNNs and LSTMs. However, it needs to calculate the global average of all nodes and when the number of computing nodes is large, the communication latency is a big problem. For this reason, BMUF is not suitable under restricted network conditions. In this paper, we present a decentralized BMUF process, in which the model is split into different components, and each component is updated by communicating to some randomly chosen neighbor nodes with the same component, followed by a BMUF-like process. We apply this method to several LSTM language modeling tasks. Experimental results show that our approach achieves consistently better performance than the conventional BMUF. In particular, we obtain a lower perplexity than the single-GPU baseline on the wiki-text-103 benchmark using 4 GPUs. In addition, no performance degradation is incurred when scaling to 8 and 16 GPUs. Last but not least, our approach has a much simpler network topology than the centralized topology with a superior performance.
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning, and in particular deep learning technology [1] powers many aspects of modern lives. At the core of deep learning lies the deep neural networks (DNNs), long short term memory networks (LSTMs), transformers, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and their variants. These technologies have been widely implemented in a plenty of fileds, such as language modeling [2, 3] , natural language processing [4, 5] and large vocabulary continuous speech recog-
The first two authors contribute equally. Thanks to Yuexian Zou, Zhenhua Tan, Mingzhi Lin and Haidong Rong for useful discussions nition (LVCSR) [6, 7] . As the size of datasets and the complexity of models increase, the core problem in deep learning is how to scale out deep learning machines to big data. To train an LSTM language model with competitive accuracy requires a high-performance computing cluster.
To our knowledge, many works have been done to scale out deep learning. For example, DistBelief [8] utilizes thousands of machines to train various deep machines with an asynchronous SGD (ASGD) procedure called Downpour SGD. Hogwild [9] explored a lock-free ASGD procedure which is suitable for sparse gradients. Elastic averaging SGD [10] has been proposed recently and dominates the previous asynchronous parameter-server methods. We refer to [11] as a good survey for these algorithms.
Another promising approach to introduce parallelism is to average models directly (e.g., MA [12, 13] ). MA updates local models independently on each worker, then average these models only once [12] or every few iterations [13] . These methods achieve nearly linear speedups but suffer from degradation of accuracy [14, 15] . BMUF [14] , motivated from solving the degradation problem in MA, is widely used in speech recognition [16, 17] , which introduces a blockwise model update filtering process to stabilize the training process. The algorithm of BMUF improves over traditional model averaging (MA) and alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) while keeping the advantage of the low communication cost of these methods. Chen and Huo [14] reported a performance with 28X speedup with 32 GPUs while also achieve better accuracy than the single-GPU SGD with a large scale speech recognition experiments. The results in [18] showed that BMUF outperforms EASGD and ASGD on speech recognition tasks.
All of the above methods utilize a centralized parameterserver structure to do communications or an all-reduce process to average local models. Problems occur if one of these training nodes gets stuck, the whole training process hangs up. What is more, when the number of nodes is large, the communication latency is a serious problem. In our paper, we extend the BMUF process to a decentralized network topology. Each node of this training network need only connet to a small number of neighbors. In the training process, the whole model is split into different components, and each node randomly selects a few neighbor nodes to do communications, this process is called gossip [19] . Then this node aggregates these components from selected neighbors, and do a process similar to BMUF. Using this method, we successfully train LSTM language models on two benchmark dataset (e.g., wiki-text-103 and Gutenberg). The results show that our method consistently outperforms conventional approaches on 4, 8 and 16 GPUs, with higher accuracy, lower variance, and similar speedups.
ALGORITHMS
In this section, the training procedure of our approach is proposed. This approach can be applied to train any type of deep machines such as DNNs, LSTMs, CNNs, GRUs and Transformers, etc. The topology of our network is decentralized as shown in figure 1 (b). The formal description of our topology is defined in definition 1.
Network Topology

Definition 1
Assume there are n nodes in total, numbered as 0, 1, ..., n − 1. We say the network forms a k-symmetric ring topology, if node i is connected with node
In the topology defined in definition 1, each node connected to the i-th node is called the neighbor of node i, and k is called the symmetric-degree of this topology.
Details of Algorithms
In this section, we give the details of our implementation. In our algorithm, we assume the network is formed with a psymmetric ring topology as defined in definition 1, where p is the symmetric-degree. The model parameter θ is split into m components as θ = [θ
T , and the training data D is evenly split into n splits D = ∪D k , where n is the total number of nodes. 
else if chose gossip-MA then In algorithm 1, when q = 2p, gossip-MA and gossip-BMUF are degenerated to algorithms called local-MA and local-BMUF respectively, because all of the neighbor nodes are included in the average process, thus no gossip factor is introduced.
Two important aspects in algorithm 1 need to be emphasized. Firstly, different components of the model cound have different synchronous periods. Secondly, different components may randomly chose different neighbors to do communications in each gossip process.
Statistical Analysis
In this section, we make a simple statistical analysis of the MA method, the result showes that under some mild assumptions, the MA estimator will asymptotically approach the true parameter with a bias term. This analysis pipeline can also be applied to analyze the performance of gossip algorithms. The direct analysis for gossip-BMUF is difficult, we leave it to the future work. Some basic concepts according to convexity can be found in [20] . In the following, assume θ k to be the parameter for worker k with dimension d. θ t = [ θ worker 1 to n at step t. θ * is the true parameter to be estimated, and
T is the vector of θ * replicated n times. [19] as shown in their appendix, we obtain
Algorithm 2
Simple MA 1: initialize each worker i, θ i 0 ← θ 0 2: for t ∈ {0, ..., T } do 3:θ t = 1 n n j=1 θ j t 4: θ i t+1 =θ t − α t ∇f i (θ t ; X t,i ) 5: end for where α t is the learning rate at step t, X t,i is the data feed to worker i at step t.E |θ t −θ * 1| 2 ≤ 1−2α · mL m + L t |θ 0 −θ * | 2 +n m + L 2mL σ 2(1)
Proof 1 . Following a similar proof pipeline, use the inequalities (14)-(23) from
The term
in equation (2) can be written as 
substitutes (4) to (2) we obtain
assume α t = α, we derived
which completes the proof.
Theorem 1 indicates that the upper bound of MA estimator introduces a bias term proportional to the number of workers, which is consistent with the experimental results.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Experiments are implemented on MPI-based HPC machine learning platform which contains 16 nodes on two machines. Each node is an Nvidia Telsa P40 GPU or an Nvidia Telsa M40 GPU with memory of 24GB. A 10 Gbps bandwidth network is configured to connect these two machines. All experiments are run using TensorFlow equipped with Uber's distributed deep learning framework: Horovod [21] .
Datasets Description
We choose two language model benchmark tasks to conduct evaluations. The first dataset is wiki-text-103 [22] , which contains 0.1B tokens for training with OOVs replaced by <unk>. The size of the vocabulary is 267735. The second dataset is Gutenberg 1 . We use 95% data for training and 5% for testing. The training corpus contains 0.13B tokens with OOVs replaced by <unk>, the vocabulary is truncated at frequency 7 and has 280811 words in total.
Implementation Details
Standard LSTM structure [24] is used as a basis. In order to reduce the computations, an LSTMP [25] layer with 2048 hidden units and a projection of 512 units is chosen. The word embedding dimension is 512. Each mini-batch contains 5120 tokens. In wiki-text-103, a truncated BPTT for 40 steps are used during backward pass, while for Gutenberg we use 20 steps instead. We use dropout with a keep probability of 0.9 after the embedding layer and LSTMP layer, the bias of the LSTM forget gate were initialized to 1.0. To handle the large vocabulary problem, sampling methods [26] can be used to speed up the training progress. Here we use adaptive-softmax [27] with a tail projection factor 2. The cluster number is chosen as 6, and the head dimension is chosen to be 8192. For tail clusters, the number of elements in them are determined that the summation of the words' frequencies in each tail cluster equals each other. Adagrad [28] is chosen to be our base optimizer. In all experiments, the epochs are set to be 20. The initial learning rate is set to be 0.1 with an exponential decay rate of 0.9 after every epoch. The norm of gradients for LSTM is clipped by 10.0. For the parameters related to BMUF, the block learning rate is set to 1.0 and the momentum is set to 0.9 in all experiments. The model is split as follows: (1) embeddings are evenly split into 8 shards; (2) LSTM weights form one group; (3) LSTMP weights form another group; (4) Head weights in adaptive-softmax form one group; (5) Weights of each tails in adaptive-softmax form their individual groups.
Experimental Results
We compare our algorithm with Block-Momentum [14] and MA [12, 13] . In algorithm 1, the sync-periods H i need to be pre-determined for each component of the model. Here we test two settings of sync-periods, the first one is 8, in which we synchronize all components every 8 mini-batches. The second one is (16, 128) , in which we synchronize each embedding shards every 128 mini-batches and synchronize other components every 16 mini-batches. We mainly report the results of the setting (16, 128) , since the accuracy of the setting (16, 128) is slightly better than (8) with much faster training speed. In 4-GPUs experiments, the parameter p and q in algorithm gossip-MA and gossip-BMUF is set to be 1 and 1 respectively, and they are set to 1 and 2 in local-MA and local-BMUF. In 8-GPUs experiments, p and q are set to 2 and 2 in gossip-{MA,BMUF} while in local-{MA,BMUF} p and q are set to 2 and 4. Finally, in 16-GPUs experiments, p is set to 3 and q is set to 2 in gossip-{MA,BMUF} and 6 in local-{MA,BMUF}. Table 2 . results of Gutenberg fluctuate more fiercely than that of gossip-BMUF. The degradation of MA is very significant when the number of GPUs is large. Local-BMUF has a slightly worse performance than BMUF-NBM, this indicates that the randomly selected neighbors are the key success in gossip-BMUF. The training curves in figure 2 indicate that gossip-BMUF has a very similar training performance as the single-GPU baseline. The curves of BMUF and local-BMUF indicate over-fitting phenomenon during training. We do not report the results of local-MA and gossip-MA, since they both have a similar performance as MA. Gossip-BMUF achieves speedups of 3.03X on 4 GPUs, and 4.95X on 8 GPUs, while BMUF achieve speedups of 3.20X and 5.47X on 4 and 8 GPUs respectively on wiki-text-103. The slightly degraded speed is mainly caused by the random sampling process. We do not report the speedup results of 16 GPUs, because we do not have 16 GPUs of the same type.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we present a gossip-BMUF approach to scale out deep learning. In this approach, the network is formed with a decentralized topology, and the performance are better than conventional centralized approaches with better accuracy and lower variance. What left to in the future is (1) Evaluate our approach to other types of deep machines such as transformers [4] , CNNs. (2) Analyze the statistical performance of gossip-BMUF.
